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USDINR:  Last week USDINR drifted higher, thanks to the risk-off mood in global markets due to Coronavirus
scare. However, volumes were low as traders remained on side-lines ahead of the Union Budget. The pair closed
around 71.35 on spot. Union Budget was the biggest weekend over the weekend and FX and bond market being
shut on Saturday, the first reactions will be seen today. Offshore is pointing towards a higher open, around
71.60 levels on spot, 25 paise higher. The gap higher was not something, which was unexpected, as a major event
like Budget always causes sharp moves but the extent of the movement is quite shallow. I will discuss the Budget
and its impact later in the note. Going forward, USDINR has to depend on global factors for it to break out of the
7 month range of 70.50 and 72.40 on spot.

EURINR: Range expanded last in EURINR Feb futures but the direction was missing. It has been 4 weeks now,
EURINR Feb has traded around 79 handle. Euro tends to rise when there are deep risk aversion in the emerging
markets, as Euro is used as a carry trade funding currency. Therefore, when risk aversion triggers unwinding of
that carry trade, Euro is bought. With Chinese equity market down over 8%, and the bleed having a negative
impact on other Asian markets, EuroINR can move higher, towards 79.80 levels over the near term.

GBPINR: GBP is going to be a big beneficiary of the Bank of England's decision to not lower rates last week.
GBPINR can inch higher, towards 95.40 levels on Feb futures.

GBPINR: The coronavirus is far from contained and the fear is rippling through EM assets. As long as the virus
fear trade persists, JPYINR would continue to inch higher, possibly towards 66.50 on Feb futures.

I am not here to give you a long analysis of the Union Budget. I will some quick and simple points. Union Budget
has been high on intent but short on action. Having said that, I must say why it was a difficult budget for the
finance minister. GoI had a choice to make. Should they stick to the fiscal deficit target outlined by the FRBM or
abandon it, making an excuse of economic slowdown?
Government chose the former. The moment it chose to stick to FRBM target, it had its hands tied. Inspite of using
the escape clause by way of allowing fiscal deficit to breach target by 50 bps, there was simply not enough room
to spend or give concessions on government revenues beyond a point. GoI had utilised that space when they
allowed corporate tax cut to sail through, mid of last year. Therefore, the nominal tweak in personal income
taxes and changes in dividend distribution taxes are not going to increase the disposable income in the hands
of consumers. However, GoI having chosen, macroeconomic stability over short term pump priming of growth,
delivered what it could.
As far as the impact of Budget on INR goes, it is not going to be enough the make the USDINR break its 7 month
range of 70.40 to 72.40. The Budget may have triggered one of the deepest Budget day cuts in Indian stock market
but it has not done any damage to the bond market. The borrowing via long dated bonds are in line with trends
over the last few years. Therefore bond yields can decline in India. Low oil prices and rally in global bond market
are other positives and this can lead to money flow into Indian bonds, especially government bonds. USDINR is
driven by the capital flows. Therefore, if outflow from equity is partly offset by inflow into bonds, USDINR may
not have the legs to break past 72.40 any time soon. Going forward, impact of Budget will fade on Rupee and
other markets over here and dependence on global news flow would increase. Keep an eye on Chinese financial
markets. They have opened after lunar holidays. Mayhem is evident as Coronavirus is far from contained.
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